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The current development of reciprocating engines relies increasingly on system simulation 
for both design activities and conception of algorithms for engine control. These numerical 
simulation tools require high computational efficiencies, as calculations have to be 
performed in times close to real-time. Then, they are today mainly based on simple 
empirical laws to describe the combustion processes in the cylinders. However, with the 
rapid evolution of emission regulations and fuel formulation, more and more physics is 
expected in combustion models. A solution consists in reducing 3-D combustion models to 
build 0-dimensional models that are both CPU-efficient and based on physical quantities. 
This approach has been used in a previous work to reduce the 3-D ECFM (Extended 
Coherent Flame Model), leading to the so-called CFM1D. A key feature of the latter is 
to be based on a 0-D equation for the flame wrinkling derived from the 3-D equation for 
the flame surface density. The objective of this paper is to present in details the theoretical 
derivation of the wrinkling equation and the underlying modeling assumptions as well. 
Academic validations are performed against experimental data for several turbulence 
intensities and fuels. Finally, the proposed model is applied to engine simulations for a 
wide range of operating conditions. Comparisons are successfully conducted between in-
cylinder measurements and the model predictions, highlighting the interest of reducing 
3-D CFD models for calculations performed in the context of system simulation.

© 2014 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

System simulation is today increasingly exploited in the design process of internal combustion engines. Few years ago, 
its use was restricted to the evaluation of air-path configurations, but it has been recently extended to the development of 
engine control strategies thanks to the new real-time capabilities of 0-D engine simulators [1–3], which can now partially 
replace engine benches. In a near future, system simulation could also be used more intensively in the design process of 
combustion systems to recommend optimal engine settings (ignition and injection timings, fuel, air–ratios...), geometrical 
dimensions (compression ratio, bore and stroke...), or to evaluate the effect of new fuels on the engine behavior, as illustrated 
in recent works [4,5]. In the past, models used to compute the in-cylinder heat release were mainly based on simple 
0-dimensional empirical laws [6,7] characterized by a high CPU efficiency. However, considering the stringency of pollutants 
and greenhouse gas emission standards, these approaches today suffer from a lack of predictivity to correctly describe all 
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Fig. 1. The coherent flame approach (subscripts f and b respectively refer to fresh and burned gases).

the processes occurring in combustion chambers. To this purpose, 3-D CFD simulation tools could be coupled with 0-D or 
1-D models for the air-path, but the required computational resources are still too important to make it an industrial tool 
for engineers in a near future. An interesting alternative to this coupling is to perform 3-D models reduction [8–10] in order 
to build 0-D models, whose behavior remains based on physical quantities while being very CPU-efficient. This approach has 
been used in a previous work [10] to derive the CFM1D model from the 3-D ECFM (Extended Coherent Flame Model), widely 
exploited in RANS [11] and LES [12] applications. A key point of CFM1D is that the flame wrinkling evolution is described 
by a new 0-D equation derived from the flame surface density (FSD) transport equation of ECFM. CFM1D was successfully 
applied to the combustion of gasoline [10], methane [13] or ethanol blends [14] in SI engines but no academic validation 
was conducted to check the intrinsic quality of the reduction methodology. The objective of this paper is thus to present in 
details the theoretical bases of the flame wrinkling equation as well as the underlying assumptions. Detailed validations are 
performed simulating an experiment relative to the ignition and flame propagation in an open vessel [15]. Finally, several 
operating conditions of a 4-cylinder engine are simulated and in-cylinder pressure and turbulent flame surface results are 
compared with experimental data.

2. The CFM1D combustion model

In a previous work, the CFM1D combustion model was proposed, based on several assumptions [10]:

• the mixture is an ideal gas;
• the domain in decomposed into two zones, fresh and burned gases, in which the mixture composition is assumed to 

be homogeneous;
• the pressure is identical in each zone;
• each zone is described by its mass, volume, composition and temperature;
• the turbulent kinetic energy is assumed to be uniform in the cylinder;
• fuel can be found either in a gas or liquid phase. This latter is then regarded as an isolated thermodynamic system 

exchanging mass and enthalpy with fresh gases.

In CFM1D, the heat released by combustion processes, dQ comb, is expressed as:

dQ comb

dt
=

∑
i

hf,i

(
dmi

dt

∣∣∣∣
ff

+ dmi

dt

∣∣∣∣
pf

)
(1)

where hf,i is the formation enthalpy of species i, dmi |ff and dmi |pf are the mass variations of this species, respectively in 
the flame front due to reactions of fuel oxidation and in the burned gases due to post-flame chemistry reactions (Fig. 1). 
Post-flame chemistry contains two contributions [16]: the first one corresponds to dissociation processes (typically, CO ↔
CO2), which are computed considering a tabulated time scale required to reach the chemical equilibrium, while the second 
one concerns NO formation, which is described following a similar approach. The species consumption rate through the 
flame writes:

dmi

dt

∣∣∣∣
ff

= −νi
W i

W fuel
ρfY f

fuelU l Stot (2)

where ρf is the fresh gases density, Y f
fuel is the fuel mass fraction in the fresh gases and U l is the laminar flame speed 

estimated from a correlation depending on the nature of the fuel [10,14,17]. W i denotes the molecular weight of the 
species i and νi is the stoichiometric coefficient corresponding to the reaction of fuel oxidation. Finally, Stot is the total 
flame surface, which is estimated in the following section.
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3. The 0-dimensional flame wrinkling equation

3.1. The unclosed 0-dimensional flame wrinkling equation

The model for the total flame surface basically comes from the transport equation of the filtered flame surface density 
Σ , measuring the flame surface per unit volume [18]:

∂Σ

∂t
+ ∇ · (〈u〉sΣ

) = 〈∇ · u − nn : ∇u〉sΣ

− ∇ · (〈Udn〉sΣ
)

+ 〈Ud∇ · n〉sΣ (3)

where n = −∇c/|∇c| is the local normal vector to the flame front pointing towards the fresh gases and < φ >s= φΣ/Σ is 
the conditioned averaged value of φ along the flame surface, u is the local speed of the gases and Ud is the displacement 
speed of an iso-surface of the progress variable c.

A flame wrinkling factor Ξ can be defined as:

Ξ = Σ

|∇ c̄| (4)

where .̄ stands for the spatial filter.
Weller et al. [19] proposed a transport equation for the flame wrinkling, but the latter can not be integrated for obtaining 

a 0-D model because the flame wrinkling is an intensive quantity. The approach adopted in this paper is nevertheless quite 
close.

A filter of characteristic length scale �, larger than the turbulence integral length scale lt , is introduced, leading to 
consider all the flame wrinkling at the non-resolved scale level. Assuming a homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (HIT), 
the wrinkling is homogeneously distributed along the flame front, which gives:∫

Ω

ΣδV =
∫
Ω

Ξ |∇ c̄|δV = Ξ

∫
Ω

|∇ c̄|δV (5)

yet 
∫
Ω

ΣδV = Stot and 
∫
Ω

|∇ c̄|δV = Sres, where Sres is the resolved flame surface and Ω is the integration domain (i.e. the 
combustion chamber for an engine). Then:

Stot = Ξ Sres (6)

Hence:

1

Ξ

dΞ

dt
= − 1

Sres

dSres

dt
+ 1

Stot

dStot

dt
(7)

Both terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) have now to be closed. The first one corresponds to the resolved flame 
strain and is identified in the following as κres , while the second one, κtot, represents the total flame strain.

3.2. κres term evaluation

The 0-dimensional consumption rate of a flame of surface Stot results from the integration of the burned mass fraction 
transport equation:

dmb

dt
= ρfU l Stot = ρfU lΞ Sres (8)

where mb is the burned gases mass, U l is the laminar flame speed and ρf is the density of the fresh gases. This consumption 
rate can also write:

dmb

dt
= dρb V b

dt
= ρb dV b

dt
+ V b dρb

dt
(9)

where V b and ρb are the burned gases volume and density respectively.
Considering a spark ignition engine configuration, as all the flame wrinkling is contained at the non-resolved scale level, 

the resolved flame front can be assumed spherical (Fig. 2). A burned gas radius rb can then be defined as V b = 4πrb3
/3. 

Thus Sres = 4πrb2
and:

dSres = 2
b

dV b

(10)

dt r dt
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Fig. 2. Definition of the mean and total flame surfaces.

Combining all these relations with Eqs. (8) and (9) gives:

1

Sres

dSres

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )ΞU l − 2

3

1

ρb

dρb

dt
(11)

where 1 + τ = ρf/ρb is the thermal expansion rate. The second term on the right-hand side integrates the compressibility 
effects and has to be estimated. Under the basic hypothesis of the CFM1D model (see Section 2), i.e. the burned gases are 
considered as perfect ones, the pressure is homogeneous in the combustion chamber (P = P b, where P is the pressure and 
P b is the burned gases’ pressure), the burned gases’ composition is constant and the evolution of these gases is isentropic 
during their dilation; it comes:

1

ρb

dρb

dt
= 1

P

dP

dt
− 1

P
γ

γ −1

dP
γ −1
γ

dt
= 1

γ P

dP

dt
(12)

and Eq. (11) becomes:

1

Sres

dSres

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )ΞU l − 2

3γ P

dP

dt
(13)

3.3. κtot term evaluation

The growth rate of the total flame surface can write:

dStot

dt
= d

dt

∫
Ω

δS = d

dt

∫
Ω

δS

δV
δV =

∫
Ω

dΣ

dt
δV (14)

Starting from Eq. (4) and regrouping the unsteady, convection and propagation terms to obtain a material derivative, 
leads to:

dΣ

dt
= 〈∇ · u − nn : ∇u〉sΣ + 〈Ud∇ · n〉sΣ (15)

Using Eq. (15) to express the flame surface density derivative in Eq. (14) and decomposing each contribution as the sum 
of a resolved and a non-resolved part, as made by Richard et al. [12], the following equation is obtained:

dStot

dt
=

∫
Ω

([Sres + Ssgs] + [Cres + Csgs]
)
δV (16)

where Sres = (∇ · ū − NN : ∇ū)Σ represents the resolved strain rate acting on the flame due to the filtered flow field, 
Ssgs = (〈∇ · u − nn : ∇u〉s − (∇ · ū − NN : ∇ū))Σ is the non-resolved strain rate, Cres = (Ud∇ · N)Σ stands for the resolved 
curvature of the flame front and Csgs = (〈Ud∇ · n〉s − Ud∇ · N)Σ is the non-resolved curvature. Finally, N = −∇ c̄/|∇ c̄| is the 
normal to the resolved flame front.

Under the assumptions that the flame is globally spherical and infinitely thin, Eq. (16) can be rewritten in spherical 
coordinates (see Appendix A), which leads to the following expression:

1

Stot

dStot

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )U l +

∫
Ω

[Ssgs + Csgs]δV∫
Ω

ΣδV
− 2

3γ P

dP

dt
(17)

A closure has now to be found for the second term occurring on the right-hand side of Eq. (17). To this purpose, the 
expressions proposed by Richard et al. [12] are retained, leading to:
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∫
Ω

[Ssgs + Csgs]δV∫
Ω

ΣδV
= 1∫

Ω
ΣδV

×
∫
Ω

[
Γ

(
u′

U l
,

lt
δl

)
u′

lt
Σ + βcU l

c∗ − c̄

c̄(1 − c̄)

(
Σ − |∇ c̄|)Σ]

δV (18)

where Γ is the efficiency function of Charlette et al. [20] (see Appendix B), u′ is the velocity fluctuation, lt the integral 
length scale, δl the laminar flame thickness (provided for example by the Blint correlation [21]), βc and c∗ are model 
constants.

Going further in the formal integration of Eq. (18) is hardly possible and closure has to be proposed at this stage. Thus, 
keeping in mind that the model is devoted to SI engine computations, a phenomenological closure close to the one of Weller 
et al. [19] is proposed. During the first instants following spark timing, the flame front is weakly wrinkled, i.e. Σ ≈ |∇ c̄|. 
The non-resolved curvature term is furthermore negligible compared to the non-resolved strain rate term. Then, assuming a 
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (HIT), the strain rate is homogeneous along the flame front and Eq. (18) reduces to:∫

Ω
SsgsδV∫

Ω
ΣδV

= Γ

(
u′

U l
,

lt
δl

)
u′

lt
(19)

Curvature effects progressively balance the strain rate ones when flame wrinkling tends towards its equilibrium value. 
The latter can be supplied by a KPP analysis [12,22] (see Appendix C):

Ξ eq = 1 + 2

U l

(
CΓ u′2

1 − βcc∗/(1 + τ )

) 1
2

(20)

where C is a model constant.
In order to take into account the evolution of the curvature effect during the progression of the flame wrinkling towards 

its equilibrium value, the strain rate term is corrected as follows:∫
Ω

[Ssgs + Csgs]δV∫
Ω

ΣδV
= Γ

(
u′

U l
,

lt
δl

)
u′

lt

(
Ξ eq − Ξ

Ξ eq − 1

)
(21)

Combining this equation with Eq. (19) leads to the following expression for the unresolved curvature:∫
Ω

CsgsδV∫
Ω

ΣδV
= −Γ

(
u′

U l
,

lt
δl

)
u′

lt

Ξ − 1

Ξ eq − 1
(22)

and the modeling proposed by Colin et al. [23] or Charlette et al. [20] for LES is recovered.
Finally, when the flame kernel is sufficiently small, it is not strained with the same efficiency by all the eddies. The 

strain efficiency of each vortex class for a planar flame is integrated in the Γ function, but the latter does not account for 
the specific case of a small flame kernel. Then, a characteristic time τl for the flame growth is introduced and is defined 
as the time required by the flame kernel to reach a diameter ζ (over-adiabaticity effects occurring during spark timing are 
neglected):

τl = ζ

2(1 + τ )U l
(23)

For an eddy of size λ that evolves in a turbulence characterized by the fluctuating speed u′ and the length scale lt , the 
turnover time writes: τλ = λ/u′

λ . Assuming the eddy lies in the inertial range of the Kolmogorov cascade, u′
λ = (λ/lt)

1
3 u′

and:

τλ = l
1
3
t λ

3
2 u′ −1 (24)

For a given time t and a characteristic length scale ζ of the flame kernel, an eddy is able to wrinkle the flame front after 
a turnover time if: τλ ≤ τl . Moreover, for the following typical values encountered in engine applications: u′ ≈ 10 m s−1, 
lt ≈ 5 · 10−3 m, τ ≈ 4, U l ≈ 1 m s−1, it comes:

λ ≤ (κζ )
3
2 (25)

where

κ = u′

2(1 + τ )U ll
1/3
t

≈ 5 m−1/3 (26)

The evolution of λmax = (κζ )
3
2 during flame development is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of ζ . For the conditions 

considered here, it is noticeable that roughly, the eddies larger than the flame kernel length scale are not able to wrinkle 
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Fig. 3. Solution to the equation: λmax = (κζ )
3
2 (κ = 5 m− 1

3 ), where ζ and λmax are length scales related respectively to the flame kernel and to the size of 
the largest eddy able to wrinkle the kernel surface.

the flame front. This trend stays true until the diameter reaches the integral length scale (5 · 10−3 m). This criterion is 
indicative, but provides an order of magnitude of the correction to incorporate into the strain rate term. The correction 
suggested by Mantel [24] or Richard et al. [12] is here retrieved. Thus, the strain rate is practically corrected considering 
only eddies for which the length scale is lower than the diameter of the flame kernel in the function Γ .

Eq. (17) finally writes:

1

Stot

dStot

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )U l

+ Γ

(
u′

λmax

U l
,
λmax

δl

)
u′

λmax

λmax

(
Ξ eq − Ξ

Ξ eq − 1

)

− 2

3γ P

dP

dt
(27)

From Eqs. (7), (13) and (28) a 0-dimensional equation for the flame wrinkling evolution is deduced:

1

Ξ

dΞ

dt
= Γ

(
u′

λmax

U l
,
λmax

δl

)
u′

λmax

λmax

(
Ξ eq − Ξ

Ξ eq − 1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Strturb

− 2

rb
(1 + τ )(Ξ − 1)U l︸ ︷︷ ︸

Strmean

(28)

where in practice λmax is taken as: λmax = min(2rb, lt).
Eq. (28) is similar to the equation of Weller et al. [19] for the local flame wrinkling and contains two terms in its 

right-hand side. The first one, Strturb, corresponds to the strain of the flame front by the different eddies of the flow. As 
already mentioned, this strain rate does not account for the whole turbulence spectrum, but only the effects of the eddies 
able to wrinkle the flame front. For example, the eddies bigger than the flame kernel are too slow to affect the flame during 
its early growth.

The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (28), Strmean, stands for the impact of the mean strain rate due to thermal 
expansion and curvature. Indeed, the burned gases’ dilatation tends to impose a positive curvature and to limit flame 
wrinkling. This phenomenon has already been highlighted in the DNS of Echekki et al. [25]. Such a term is also recovered 
in Weller’s equation in the form of a resolved strain. It is also worth noticing the compressibility effects linked to the terms 
κtot and κres are balanced. This is probably due to the fact they have the same impact on the growth rates of a laminar 
surface and of a wrinkled surface.

It can be noticed that Eq. (28) can be rewritten as:

1

Ξ

dΞ

dt
= A

Ξ eq − Ξ

Ξ eq − 1
− B(Ξ − 1) (29)

where A = Γ (
u′

λmax
U l

, λmax
δl

)
u′

λmax
λmax

and B = 2
rb (1 + τ )U l . In this equation, Ξ tends towards Ξ eq only if:

Ξ eq = 1 or B 
 A (30)

This last condition notably depends on the flame expansion speed (1 + τ )U l .
The last point of the model concerns the computation of the resolved flame surface to obtain the total flame surface 

(Eq. (6)). Indeed, for the specific case of a spark ignition engine, the flame may interact with the combustion chamber walls, 
then modifying the available flame surface. For this purpose, Sres is tabulated a priori as a function of the piston position 
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Fig. 4. Principle of the resolved flame surface tabulation.

Fig. 5. (Color online.) Mean flame surface look-up table graphic representation.

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the experimental configuration of Renou et al. [15].

and burned gases volume (Fig. 4), assuming a spherical propagation of the resolved flame front from the spark plug towards 
the cylinder walls [10]. This tabulation takes into account the combustion chamber geometry and spark plug location and 
allows at each time step to retrieve the instantaneous resolved flame surface (Fig. 5).

4. Validation of the 0-D equation against experimental data in an open vessel

The experimental configuration of Renou et al. [15,26] was designed for studying spark-ignition cases in a turbulent 
and closed media (Fig. 6). A fresh gases mixture enters at a mean speed of 4 m s−1 in a square cross-section combustion 
chamber (width 80 mm) and is ignited by a pair of electrodes. Combustion then occurs in an HIT generated by a turbulence 
grid disposed upstream of the combustion chamber.

Several turbulence levels were reached depending on the grid choice: no turbulence, a first HIT parameterized by an 
integral length scale lt = 6 mm and a fluctuating speed u′ = 0.18 m s−1 and a second HIT for which lt = 6.5 mm and 
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the resolved flame kernel radius rb with time for different turbulence levels in the vessel. Top: propane. Bottom: methane. Bold lines 
correspond to the response of an algebraic model for Ξ .

u′ = 0.34 m s−1. These quantities were obtained by particle image velocimetry (PIV) and decreased weakly during the flame 
propagation time in the vessel.

The lengths of the flame contour were measured from high-speed laser tomography images. Two flame contours are of 
interest in the experiment: the mean and the turbulent contours. A mean radius rb can be deduced along with a wrinkling 
factor comparable to Ξ . Measurements were performed for different fuels including methane and propane. Simulations 
were carried out for both fuels and all flow conditions using experimental values for u′ , lt, U l and δl in Eq. (28). The strain 
rate being not negligible during the early flame growth, the planar laminar flame speed U l

0 provided by Renou et al. was 
here corrected using a Markstein length l determined from the experimental laminar flow cases:

U l = U l
0 − 2l(1 + τ )U l

rb
(31)

Time evolutions of the mean radius rb obtained from the simulations are shown in Fig. 7: the trends are satisfying for 
both fuels, the growth rate increasing with turbulence intensity. Moreover, the levels reached are in a good agreement with 
the experimental data, even if a slight overestimation is noticeable for methane, mainly in the laminar regime. It can be 
explained as follows: the corrections of the laminar flame speed, functions of the strain rate, may not be relevant for the 
high strain rates reached during early flame development.

Fig. 8 compares the flame wrinkling evolutions. In the laminar regime, flame wrinkling remains unity, then the corre-
sponding results are not shown. For the turbulent cases, the predicted time evolutions of the flame wrinkling are very close 
to the experimental ones. Two points should be underlined: first of all, final flame wrinkling values are very well predicted, 
thanks to the Charlette efficiency function and experimental variations of the flame wrinkling are very well reproduced. 
The instants at which this wrinkling starts to grow is piloted by the length scale λmax, while its slope is recovered thanks 
to the unsteady characteristic of Eq. (28). It should be noticed that such a behavior can not be reproduced by algebraic 
models for flame wrinkling often used in engine cycle simulations and which are based of an equilibrium assumption, i.e.: 
Ξ(t) = Ξ equ(t) (Figs. 7 and 8).

The relative contributions Strmean and Strturb of Eq. (28) are represented in Fig. 9: both are significant at the turbulence 
levels of the experiment, even if the effect of turbulent strain rates predominates. When the turbulent intensity increases, 
this latter contribution becomes more and more dominant until being preponderant at high turbulent intensities. In the 
cases studied here, the turbulent intensity remains quite weak (0.5 m s−1 < u′/S l < 1 m s−1) when compared to the levels 
encountered in engines (1 m s−1 < u′/S l < 10 m s−1) so that the turbulent strain may be even more predominant, which 
ensures the condition given by Eq. (30).
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the flame wrinkling factor Ξ with time for different turbulence levels in the vessel. Top: propane. Bottom: methane. Bold lines corre-
spond to the response of an algebraic model for Ξ .

Fig. 9. Evolution of the flame wrinkling factor growth rate contributions Strmean and Strturb (Eq. (28)) with time for different turbulence levels in the vessel. 
Top: propane. Bottom: methane.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between experimental and simulated in-cylinder pressure evolutions for various engine loads at 2500 rpm.

5. Application to a realistic engine configuration

The CFM1D has been implemented in a 1-D engine simulation software and tested on a single cylinder SI engine (dis-
placement: 450 cm3, compression ratio: 10.5) fueled with methane. An experimental database was available, comprising 
results at 2500 rpm for a wide range of loads from idle to Wide Open Throttle (Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (IMEP) 
from 3 to 20 bar). It should be noticed that for all operating conditions, a unity equivalence ratio was used on the engine.

5.1. Engine simulator set-up and calibration

The simulator is constituted by a number of components representing the different engine parts. The combustion model 
is embedded in the cylinder one and heat transfer at the walls are accounted with the classical Woschni model [27]. 
The boundary conditions (pressure and temperature) and engine settings (spark advance, injection timing and duration) are 
set from the experimental database.

Contrary to simple laboratory configurations, it is difficult to extract reliable information about turbulence properties—
namely u′ and lt—from engine tests. However, such quantities are needed in order to solve the flame wrinkling equation 
(Eq. 28). Therefore, the 0-D turbulence model proposed in [10] is retained. Such a model solves equations for the mean K
and turbulent k kinetic energies. Due to the complexity of SI engines geometries (air-path, combustion chamber, etc.) and 
of related flow fields, a calibration of the turbulence model is required for each new engine. The calibration methodology 
was presented in [10] and mainly aims at describing the effect of the geometry on the aerodynamics of the combustion 
chamber by setting the tumble number of the flow at intake valve closure (IVC) with the objective to correctly fit the max-
imum cylinder pressure. This tumble number can be seen as an initial condition of the simulation and is an image of the 
mean flow kinetic energy K at IVC. Then a 0-D equation for K is used to describe the progressive transfer of energy from 
the mean flow to the turbulent kinetic energy k through a source term in the 0-D equation for k. The turbulent velocity 
fluctuation u′ is finally retrieved from k following: u′ = √

2/3k, while the integral length scale is described using a simple 
geometrical law [7]. Eq. (28) also requires the knowledge of the laminar flame thickness and velocity, which are here given 
by correlations proposed by Bougrine et al. [17] for methane.

5.2. Model validation against in-cylinder pressure measurements and combustion analysis

An example of simulated cylinder pressure curves for several engine loads is presented in Fig. 10. A very good agreement 
with experimental data is obtained for all operating conditions, demonstrating that the combination of the 0-D turbulence 
model proposed in [10] and the flame wrinkling equation well describes heat release by combustion.

A more detailed analysis can also be performed using advanced combustion analysis. Combustion analysis is a standard 
tool for the piston engines developers community and allows one to extract the energy released by flame propagation from 
the in-cylinder pressure trace by solving the first thermodynamic law. In the present paper, a classical two-zone combustion 
analysis is performed, giving also access to the evolution of the temperature, volume and composition of both fresh and 
burned gases. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) and using the correlation of Bougrine et al. [17] for the laminar flame speed thus 
permits to obtain the total flame surface (Stot) experimental variation in the engine cycle. This quantity is compared to the 
simulated ones in Fig. 11. Very small differences are highlighted for all engine conditions and remains mainly related to the 
initial flame kernel growth and flame interaction with the cylinder-liner phases. Such errors can be related either to the 
assumption of a perfectly spherical flame or to modeling hypotheses made to close the flame wrinkling equation. In the 
following, the latter statement is arbitrarily retained to compare experimental and numerical wrinkling factor evolutions, as 
presented in Fig. 12. The experimental trace is here obtained from the total flame surface using Eq. (6) assuming that the 
mean flame surface is the same as in the simulations. Such post-processing is a novelty and has the advantage to allow 
indirect measurements of flame wrinkling from classical combustion analysis. It can be concluded from Fig. 12 that the 
flame wrinkling equation proposed in this paper describes in a fair way the maximum wrinkling, but also its unsteady 
evolution from ignition to extinction at the walls.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between experimental and simulated flame surface evolutions for various engine loads at 2500 rpm.

Fig. 12. Comparison between experimental and simulated flame wrinkling evolutions for various engine loads at 2500 rpm.

6. Conclusions

A reduction of the 3-D equation for the flame surface density was presented. This approach is close to the one adopted 
by Weller et al. in a 3-dimensional LES context, but was here conducted under the assumption of a spherical propagation 
of the flame starting from the spark-plug. Closures of the 0-D equation were validated against an experimental configura-
tion for several turbulent intensities and fuels (propane and methane). The model was then successfully applied to engine 
simulations and allowed to well reproduce in-cylinder pressure measurements but also experimental evolutions of flame 
surface and wrinkling. To this end, a new methodology was proposed to extract such information from classical two-zone 
combustion analysis combining CFM1D equations with standard thermodynamic laws and conservation equations.

Finally, this kind of model is useful in the system simulation context for describing premixed combustion processes in 
SI engines [10,14,13]. However, it can also be used in 3-D simulations during the instants following sparking to describe 
the early flame kernel growth. In this case, the burned gases quantity indeed remains too small to ensure a proper flame 
propagation [19,28,29] and the combustion occurs mainly at the sub-grid scale thus needing for a sgs description of the 
wrinkling factor and the total flame surface.

Appendix A

Using spherical coordinates, Eq. (16) reads:

dStot

dt
=

∫
Ω

[(
1

rb2

∂rb2
ur

∂rb
− ∂ur

∂r
+ Ud

1

rb2

∂rb2

∂rb

)
Σ

]
δV

+
∫
Ω

[Ssgs + Csgs]δV

= 2

rb

∫ [
(ur + Ud)Σ

]
δV +

∫
[Ssgs + Csgs]δV (32)
Ω Ω
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In the first right-hand side term, 
∫
Ω

(ur + Ud)ΣδV represents the burned gases volume growth rate due to the turbulent 
flame propagation. For a flame at constant pressure, this contribution is equal to: (1 + τ )U t Sres = (1 + τ )U lΞ Sres = (1 +
τ )U l Stot, where U t is the turbulent flame speed. Eq. (32) then becomes:

1

Stot

dStot

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )U l +

∫
Ω

[Ssgs + Csgs]δV∫
Ω

ΣδV
(33)

In reality, the combustion does not take place at constant pressure, the combustion chamber being closed and gas 
compressibility effects exist. The speed of an iso-surface of flame surface density is then not (1 + τ )U l (Eq. (33)). In order 
to take into account these compressibility effects, a function Ψ is added to the first term on the right-hand side of this 
equation:

1

Stot

dStot

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )U l + Ψ +

∫
Ω

[Ssgs + Csgs]δV∫
Ω

ΣδV
(34)

It is difficult to propose a generic formulation for Ψ . Assuming this term is negligible compared to the strain rate by the 
eddies of the flow for very turbulent regimes, an expression for Ψ can be found that simply ensures the proper behavior of 
Eq. (34) for a laminar flow. Indeed, in the case of a laminar spherical flame, this equation writes:

1

Stot

dStot

dt
= 1

S lam

dS lam

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )U l + Ψ (35)

Moreover, the growth rate of the spherical flame can be expressed from the exact formulation of Eq. (13):

1

Sres

dSres

dt
= 1

S lam

dS lam

dt
= 2

rb
(1 + τ )U l − 2

3γ P

dP

dt
(36)

An expression accounting for the compressibility effects of Eq. (34) is obtained from the identification of Eqs. (35)
and (36):

Ψ = − 2

3γ P

dP

dt
(37)

and the expression proposed by Duclos et al. [30] for the applications of the CFM model to engines is recovered.

Appendix B

The efficiency function of Charlette et al. [20] computes the strain induced by a turbulent flow on a premixed flame. 
This function Γ was built from DNS of elementary flame–vortex interactions at single length r(k) and velocity v ′(k) scales: 
following a spectral analysis, DNS results were gathered into a single expression that accounts for all turbulent scales. Γ
finally depends only on the laminar flame and largest turbulent scales properties, which correspond in the present work to 
U l , δl , u′ and lt:

[
Γ

(
lt
δl

,
u′

U l
,Ret

)]2

= 18

55
Ckπ

4/3

+∞∫
1

CCMV

(
r(k)

δl
,

v ′(k)

U l

)2

κ
1
3 f (κ,Ret)dκ (38)

where κ = klt/π is a dimensionless wave number, Ret = 4u′lt/δlU l is the turbulent Reynolds number, Ck = 1.5 is a model 
constant and f and CCMV are functions fitted on DNS results [20].

Appendix C

Using a combustion model based on the flame surface density transport equation, the Kolmogorov–Petrovski–Piskunov
(KPP) theorem [31] may be used to derive a theoretical expression for the equilibrium turbulent flame speed U eq

t . This 
derivation is based on the assumption of a steady turbulence and a planar mean flame propagation, allowing to express U eq

t
as a function of the fresh gases conditions and turbulence characteristics. For the equation considered here (Eq. (4)), one 
can show analytically that [28]:

U eq
t = U l + 2u′

√
CΓ

1 − βcc∗/(1 + τ )
(39)

Introducing the steady state equilibrium factor as: Ξ eq = U eq
t /U l then leads to Eq. (20).
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